SHIAWASSEE COUNTY, MICHIGAN

LEGEND

- UPPER MOST BED (Coles et al., 1950)
- INTERMEDIATE BED ( )
- LOWER MOST BED ( )
- MINED OUT AREA ( )
- POSSIBLE EXTENT OF COAL BED (this work)

1000 - 2000 FT DEPTH RANGE OF BED BELOW SURFACE, FEET
T.S. = AVERAGE THICKNESS OF BED, FEET
MORE THAN 14 in. OF COAL REPORTED
- ONE BED
- SEVERAL BEDS, DEPTH TO THICKEST
LESS THAN 14 in. OF COAL REPORTED
- ONE BED
- SEVERAL BEDS, DEPTH TO THICKEST
- BARRIER DRILL HOLE
- NUMBER ADJACENT TO DRILL HOLE = DEPTH IN FEET TO TOP OF COAL
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